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Seminar to mark

The World Book and Copyright Day
Ratan K Das | Dhaka | April 28, 2018

April

23rd is considered as a symbolic
date for world literature. UNESCO created
World Book and Copyright Day to pay a
world-wide tribute to books and authors
on this date.
World Book and Copyright Day is a celebration to promote the enjoyment of
books and reading. Each year, on 23 April,
celebrations take place all over the world
to recognize the magical power of books a link between the past and the future, a
bridge between generations and across
cultures. On this occasion, Bangladesh
Knowledge and Creative Publishers' Association (Bangladesh Gyan O Srijonshil
Prokashak Samiti) organised a seminar
titled ‘Role of Copyright Law in boosting
talent’ at Sufia Kamal Auditorium of Bangladesh National Museum. The event also
featured an award programme.
Before the seminar, a colourful rally was
brought out from the Teacher-Student
Center (TSC) of Dhaka University in the
morning.
Cultural Affairs Minister Asaduzzaman
Noor attended in the event as the chief
guest. Acting Cultural Affairs Secretary Md
Nasir Uddin Ahmed attended as the special guest at the seminar. Zafar Raza
Chowdhury, the registrar of the Copyright
Board, chaired the seminar. Among others, Mohammad Nurul Huda, member of
Copyright Board, copyright researcher,
poet and president of Bangladesh writers’
Club, Dhaka; Md Mashiur Rahman, additional secretary of Cultural Affairs Ministry
and chairman of the Copyright Board;
Khan Mahbub, part-time teacher of the
department of Print and Publication of
Dhaka University and Sheikh Sadi Khan,
Ekushey Award-winning music composer
and director were also present there.

In his speech, Asaduzzaman Noor said his
ministry will work together with several
other ministries like information, post and
telecommunication, and home affairs to
put into action copyright law. His ministry
will do everything necessary to ensure a
healthy copyright scene.
Copyright officials said Bangladesh Copyright Office will open a legal support centre very soon to help intellectual property
owner like artists, singers, musicians, and
others. The centre will provide legal support to victims of piracy. Zafar Raza Chowdhury said an intellectual property lawyer
will be available once in a week to help
the centre. The existing copyright law is
being amended for better implementation. Anyone can send their opinions on
the amendment by logging into the official
website of the copyright office, he added.
Mohammad Nurul Huda presented the
key-note paper titled ‘Medha Sampad

Bikashe Copyright-er Bhumika’ where he
analysed the importance of copyright
awareness among intellectual property
owners and necessity of proper implementation of copyright law. Little or no
awareness about copyright among intellectual property owners and absence of
functioning copyright society are the main
reasons behind copyright violations.
Sheikh Sadi Khan said the copyright office
should make the process of copyright registration easy for artists.
At the end of the seminar, Bangladesh
Copyright Office honoured Bengal Foundation with ‘Medhasampad Surakkha
Sammanana’. Copyright Office mentioned
that Bengal Foundation is following copyright law properly in its cultural and creative activities. Director General of Bengal
Foundation Luva Nahid Chowdhury received this award from the minister.
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World Book Day observed at Bishwa
Sahitya Kendra
Ratan K Das | Dhaka | April 28, 2018

Bishwa Sahitya Kendra (BSK) or World

bur Rahman, Bangla Academy Director

mented at 12,117 educational insti-

Literature Centre is a not for profit pri-

General Shamsuzzaman Khan, Bangla-

tutes of 250 upazilas since 2010 under

vate institution in Bangladesh. It aims

desh UNESCO National Commission

the Secondary Education Enhancement

to promote reading habits and pro-

Secretary M Monjur Hossain, promi-

Project (SEEP) of the education minis-

gressive ideas among students and the

nent writer and journalist Anisul Huq,

try. Under this project, 8.3 million stu-

general public. Their programmes in-

author Ali Imam, Bishwa Sahitya Ken-

dents have got the privilege of reading

clude literary and cultural competi-

dra co-team leader Sharif Md Masud,

books, providing them more than 6.5

tions, book discussions, visit places of

Academic and Creative Publishers As-

million creative books till 2017. The

cultural interests,

film screenings,

sociation Bangladesh's president Farid

government deployed 1,400 Assistant

guest lectures on different occasions.

Ahmed and television personality Ab-

Teacher as Librarians in the schools, he

On the occasion of World Book and

dur Noor Tushar were also present

added.

Copyright Day, UNESCO National Com-

there. The event chaired by BSK

mission and Bishwa Sahitya Kendra

Founder and Chairman Abdullah Abu

jointly organised a seminar at BSK

Sayeed.

Building in the capital.

The chief guest Education Minister Nu-

sive and logical. M Sohrab Hossain said

Education Minister Nurul Islam Nahid,

rul Islam Nahid has urged students to

acceptance of printed books would not

MP was the chief guest in the discus-

read books. He said there is no alterna-

be lost amidst the availability of elec-

sion. Amongst others, Secretary of the

tive to reading books for knowledge as

tronic books. Farid Ahmed said the

Secondary and Higher Secondary Divi-

the attitude would have a way to pre-

government should implement the

sion M Sohrab Hossain, Director Gen-

pare an enlightened new generation.

copyright laws. Access to the library

eral of the Secondary and Higher Sec-

He also said with the assistance of the

should be created at the grassroots

ondary Department Professor Mahbu-

BSK, the attitude of book reading de-

level to spread knowledge, he added.

velopment programme is being imple-

Bangla Academy Director General said
reading habit boosts mortality of people, and inspires them to be progres-
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Awareness program on medical e-resources held
at UGC
The

Ahasan| Dhaka | April 28, 2018

UGC Digital Library, an online e-

UGC gave the address of welcome.

micians, researchers and students across
the country. He said, "health sector will

resource platform established under High-

In his address, Professor Mannan said that

er Education Quality Enhancement Project

Bangladesh has made tremendous pro-

(HEQEP), arranged a-day long workshop

gress in infrastructure development, edu-

aimed to create awareness on medical e-

cation and health sectors. He underscored

resources among the medical professionals

the need for enhancing the capacity of

was held at University Grants Commission

medical

producing

UGC Member Professor Dr Mohammad

(UGC) of Bangladesh on 22 April 2018.

skilled medical technicians for serving the

Yousuf Ali Mollah and high officials of UGC,

healthcare sector of the country.

among others, were present on occasion.

UGC Digital Library (UDL) and Wolters

professionals

and

Kluwer jointly organised the workshop to

Conducting medical science research is

set demand for contents that are needed

highly expensive. the UGC Chairman urged

for the medical professionals.

the medical professionals to conduct re-

Professor Abdul Mannan, Chairman, UGC
graced the opening session of the workshop as the Chief Guest. Professor Dr Md.
Akhtar Hossain, Member, UGC, presided
over it. Professor ABM Abdullah, Dean,
Faculty of Medicine, Bangabandhu Sheikh
Mujib

Medical

University,

Dr

Md.

Mokhlesur Rahman, Senior Operations
Officer, World Bank, Bangladesh and Ra-

search in technology and develop techniques to tackle health-related problems.
"We have to bring qualitative changes in
medical

education,"

and

urged

move forward if we create awareness to
conduct research using e-resources." He
also emphasised to increase e-resources at
medical colleges and universities.

Vice-Chancellors and Pro-Vice-Chancellors
of different medical universities, principles
of government and private medical colleges, Library and Information Professionals,
researchers of medical-related research
institutes participated at the workshop.

the

Brief about Wolters Kluwer N.V.: It is a

healthcare professionals to enhance con-

global information services company. The

nectivity among them. He said UGC is

company is headquartered in Alphen aan

working to bring the medical e-resources

den Rijn, Netherlands. Wolters Kluwer in

in a common platform so that one can eas-

its current form was founded in 1987 with

ily use it.

a merger between Kluwer Publishers and

jesh K Singh, Vice President, Wolters

Professor Akhtar Hossain said UDL has

Kluwer spoke on occasion as the Special

been providing more than 35,000 high-

Guests. Abdur Rezzaque, Acting Secretary,

quality scholarly e-resources to the acade-

Wolters Samson. The company serves legal, business, tax, accounting, finance, audit, risk, compliance, and healthcare markets. It operates in over 150 countries.
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Workshop on

Research,
Development
and Potentiality
in Agriculture
& Information
Services of
BANSDOC
Ahasan| Dhaka | April 28, 2018

Bangladesh National Scientific and
Technical

Documentation

Centre

(BANSDOC) organised a workshop
"Research, development, the potentiality of the agriculture sector and information services of BANSDOC” at its

Uddin Ahmed spoke as the special

Dr A.H.M Huhul Haq, Permanent Com-

guests.

mittee President of Science and Technology Affairs, Government of the

auditorium, Agargaon, Dhaka on 26

"Bangladesh needs strong re-

April 2018.

search for agriculture sector as the

Speakers at a workshop suggested

country can uplift its production

DOC A good number of Library and

that strengthening the agriculture in-

facing climate change impacts",

Information Professionals, Policymak-

formation services with the help of

said M Anwar Hossain.

ers, among others attended the work-

Bangladesh National Scientific and
Technical

Documentation

Center

(BANSDOC) is for effective research to
sustain the country's food production.
The country's agriculture research
system can be enriched with update
information services provided by the
BANSDOC, a national organisation, for
facing the upcoming challenge of the
sector, they said.
Science

and

Technology

Minister

"The large part of the allocation for
the science and technology ministry
goes to agriculture scientists for carrying out research," he added.
"Currently, we are feeding around 16
crore people, and in future, we have
to feed 25 crore people, so we have to
improve our agriculture research," the
secretary said.

“Information is the main source of

Yafesh Osman spoke at the inaugural

development ...So we have to up-

session as the chief guest while Sci-

date our information system for

ence and Technology Secretary Mo-

development of our research and

hammad Anwar Hossein and Vice-

technology," said Yafesh Osman in

Chancellor of the Sher-e-Bangla Agri-

his address.

culture University Professor Dr Kamal

People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ms
Jesmin Akter, Director General, BANS-

shop.
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Prize giving ceremony of British Council’s
book reading competition held
Ratan K Das | Dhaka | April 28, 2018

The British Council is the United Kingdom's international organisation for
cultural relations and educational opportunities founded in 1934. The organisation work with over 100 countries in the fields of arts, culture, edu-

cation, English language and civil society. The British Council has been promoting cultural relations between the
UK and Bangladesh for almost 70
years. They inaugurated was held at
the Cultural Centre on 26th July 2017
at the University of Dhaka campus.
This platform promotes culture and
arts.
Recently the centre awarded about
800 students in its two partnering educational institutions - BGMEA University of Fashion and Technology (BUFT)
and University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh (ULAB) for reading competition.
This competition is a flagship outreach
programme run by the centre since

2010. Currently, the programme is
operating in Dhaka, Chottogram and
Sylhet to promote 'Reading is Fun'
campaign partnering with more than
100 educational institutions.
On April 18, one of the prizes giving

ceremony took place at BUFT campus.
Approximately 490 students received
books and certificates on occasion.
Md. Zahid, the winner, awarded with
a tab, a crest and a certificate. Jim Pollard, Director of Operations, British
Council Bangladesh was present as
the chief guest to handover prizes,
and shared his views on reading habit.
The said reading habit can shape the
imagination of the readers and can
improve language proficiency. Professor Dr Nizamuddin Ahmed, the Vice
Chancellor of BUFT, was also present
at the event.
On April 19, the centre also hosted a
similar event at the ULAB campus.
More than 300 students were award-

ed with books and certificates.
Tazmim Hossain, the top scorer was
honoured with a tab, a crest and a
certificate. Another participant Salman Ul Islam also received the British
Council Library membership, a crest

and a certificate. The rest of the students won the British Council Library
membership, tabs, crests, books and,
certificates. Kirsty Crawford, British
Council's Libraries Unlimited programme director, was present at the
programme to handout these awards.
Professor H. M. Jahirul Haque was
also present on the day. Before the
delivery of the prize, Kirsty delivered a
short speech; she said that literature
forms a key part of this programme.
The British Council can support the
development of a stable and inclusive
society which promotes freedom of
speech, dialogue, and critical thinking
through literature, she added.
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Book Fair

Book fair 20188that
Raowa Club
Ratan K Das
A two-day long book fair is scheduled to be held on May 4th
and 5th at the convention hall (Helmet, 2nd floor) of the
Retired Armed-Forces Officers’ Welfare Association
(RAOWA) Club.
The fair will be open to all from 10 am to 8 pm.
RAOWA is an organisation of the retired military officers,
founded in 1982. With its rich tradition, and imbued with
the core values of defence services, RAOWA is dedicated to
the service of its members, as well as to the larger society. It
runs welfare projects regularly.

Book fair in Sunamganj
Ratan K Das
Sunamganj book fair took place from 18th to 23th April organised by Prothoma Prokashan. The event was held at Shahid Muktijoddha Jagat Jyoti Public Library Auditorium in
Sunamganj. Additional Deputy Commissioner MD Nuruzzaman inaugurated the fair on 18th April at 11 am.
Bengal Publications also participated at the fair. The event
was open to all from 11 am to 8 pm.
30 to 60 percent discount was offered on Prothoma
Prokashan books, while Bengal Publications books had discounts up to 50 percent. Indian books also sold with special
discount at the fair.

Training on
"DSpace" held
at BRAC
University
Ayesha Abed
Library
Ahasan| Dhaka | April 28, 2018
A three-day training programme on
Open Source Software DSpace was
held at BRAC University Ayesha Abed
Library from 22nd April to 24th April
2018. The library and IT professionals
of Khulna University of Engineering
and Technology (KUET) took part of
the said event. BRAC University Library
organised it and customised the module for the DSpace implementation
team of KUET. The training was funded

by Higher Education Quality Enhancement Project (HEQEP), University
Grants Commission (UGC).
The training was conducted by BRAC
University Library Team headed by Ms
Hasina Afroz, University Librarian of
BRAC University It was several practise
sessions in which participants got
hands-on training about DSpace and
Metadata.

At the end of the training, there was a
closing session, Professor Ansar Ahmed, Pro-Vice Chancellor, BRAC University distributed the certificates
among the participants.
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Workshop on Scopus and
Mendeley held at NSU
Tanveer Ahasan, NSU

the faculty members to publish not to perish their research

North South University Library and Office of the Graduate

outputs. Dr Md. Zahid Hossain Shoeb, NSU Librarian, in his

Studies jointly organised a workshop, titled “Following the

welcome speech mentioned the workflow of every re-

Research Workflow Using Scopus and Mendeley” on 24th

search, for which faculty members and researchers had to

April 2018, at 2.00pm at AUDI 801, NSU. Prof. Gias U Ahsan,

groom up themselves and to develop a culture for publish-

Vice-Chancellor in-charge, NSU and Prof. Gour Gobinda

ing in the Scopus indexed high impact journals for better

Goswami, Treasurer, NSU, were the Chief Guest and Special

citation and QS Ranking. A good number of faculty mem-

Guest of the event respectively. Prof. Gias U Ahsan urged to

bers participation, Dept. Chairs and Deans made this event

the faculty members to use Scopus to make NSU as a leader

successful. Mr Vishal Gupta, Elsevier, India facilitated an

in research in the country and globally. He also requested

informative and interactive session for the faculty and re-

all faculty members to get the maximum benefit of sub-

search scholars. The workshop ended with a Question/

scribed research tools. Prof. Gour Gobinda Goswami deliv-

Answer session, and at the end of the session Professor

ered a valuable speech regarding the benefit of publishing

Sharif Nurul Ahkam, Director, Graduate Studies, delivered a

in the high impact peer-reviewed journal. He requested to

vote of thanks. Mr M M Shoeb, Sr. Assistant Librarian anchored the whole program.
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Six ISLM Graduates Received Dean's Award
Ahasan| Dhaka | April 28, 2018
The Faculty of Arts, Dhaka University

4.00 in BA examination in the year

dressed by renowned educationist Pro-

(DU) conferred Dean’s Award to 129

2015. She is also a winner of the first

fessor Monzoorul Islam as the keynote

students from 16 departments on Tues-

Gold Medal of Lion Jonab Ali & Farjana

speaker.

day, 24 April 2018. The award was given

Jonab of the ISLM Department, DU in

on the basis of an outstanding academic

2017. Mr Md. Mozammel Bhuyan se-

result in undergraduate and postgradu-

cured 3.85 on the scale of 4.00 in BA

ate examinations in the years 2015 and

examination 2016. Mr K.M. Mehedi Ha-

2016 where 06 graduates are from the

san achieved 3.94 on a range of 4.00 in

Prof Dr Akhtaruzzaman congratulated

Department of Information Science and

MA examination 2015. Mr Rajesh Ku-

the meritorious students for winning

Library Management (ISLM).

mar Das secured 3.94 on a range of

the award and urged them to play due

4.00 in MA examination 2015. Mr Md.

to roles in making the country more

Emdadul Islam achieved 3.93 on the

prosperous.

University Vice-Chancellor Prof Md.
Akhtaruzzaman distributed certificates
and crests among the awardees as Chief
Guest at Nabab Nawab Ali Chowdhury
Senate Bhaban on the campus in the
morning.
ISLM Graduate Award winners are Ms
Rezia Aktar secured 3.73 on the scale of

scale of 4.00 in MA examination 2016,
Mr Abdur Rahman Sumon secured 3.91
on the range of 4.00 in MA examination
2016.
The event was presided over by Dean of
the Arts Faculty Prof Dr Md Delwar
Hossain, and the function was ad-

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (academic) Prof Dr
Nasreen Ahmad addressed it as the special guest.

Professor Monzoorul Islam. said students must have humanitarian qualities,
moral values, honesty, sincerity and
dedication as these qualities will help
them prosper in life.
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The City of Athens

World Book
Capital 2018
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werp, Montreal, Turin, Bogota, Amsterdam, Beirut, Ljubljana, Buenos
Aires, Yerevan, Bangkok, Port Harcourt, Incheon, Wroclaw, Conakry valued with this title respectively. Sharjah
is named World Book Capital for the
year 2019.

nars, readings, conferences etc. The
team will participate in the 3rd Athens
World Poetry Festival, held from 18th
to 23rd of September in this year. In
brief, Athens will feature more than
250 activities and events throughout
the year. This vibrant city has the firstclass reputation in organising international events.

The city of Athens is selected for
the quality of its activities.

Athens is preparing for a grand celebration! The city would like to become
a more book-friendly city, with greater
opportunities for knowledge and
learning. This World Book Capital 2018
welcomes everyone to join the festivities.

Ratan K Das

Each year the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) choose the
World Book Capital for a one-year
period which is effective from 23rd
April of each year.
This year the city of Athens was selected for World Book Capital. We know
that 23rd April is marked for World
Book and Copyright Day. Following the
success of this day, UNESCO developed
the idea of World Book Capital.
The concept of the book capital
acknowledges the best programmes
dedicated to books and reading. Madrid was the first designated book capital in 2001, followed by Alexandria the
next year. Since then New Delhi, Ant-

With the motto 'Books Everywhere'
Athens is preparing to celebrate this
recognition. The city will organise a
whole year full of books, reading, culture, and events that promote
knowledge. They will arrange reading
happenings, discussions, seminars,
conferences, workshops, competitions,
concerts, activities, film festivals, thematic exhibitions for all ages. Their aim
is to bring books in every corner and
every neighbourhood, including migrants and refugees. They think books
are for all ages, and for everyone. This
year Athens the World Book Capital
team will meet Nordic Countries' embassies and institutes to arrange semi-

Courtesy: United Nations & Athens
2018 World Book Capital Website
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Book Review
Programme held at
Bangladesh Bank
Library
Apu| Dhaka | April 29, 2018
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A book review programme on the book titled "The
Economics of Money, Banking, and Financial Markets"
written by Fredric S. Mishkin held at Bangladesh Bank
Library on 18 April 2018. Dr Md. Akhtaruzzaman, Economic Adviser, Bangladesh Bank was the chief guest
on the occasion while Md. Mahbubar Rahaman Khan,
General Manager, Library was the chair of the programme. Ms Tasnim Fatema, DGM (Library) conducted
the programme. Md. Abu Bakkar Siddique, Joint Director, IPFF II Project Cell, Bangladesh Bank was the discussant of the programme. Mr Siddique pointed on
every chapter, discussed its strength and criticised
them as well. Around 30 participants from different
departments were present at the programme and took
part actively in the discussion.
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Wikipedia deploys new feature to
make navigating easier
Internet Health Report 2018

Compilation of research explains what’s helping and
what’s hurting the Internet across five issues, from
personal experience to global concerns.

Details and access to full report:

The Wikimedia Foundation has announced the introduction of
new page previews on English Wikipedia. This new feature enables a user to quickly see what's behind a link without having to
click on it. Extensive testing has shown that the page previews
make it easier for users to interact with Wikipedia content.

https://d20x8vt12bnfa2.cloudfront.net/2018/
ShortVersionInternetHealthReport_2018.pdf

Details: https://blog.wikimedia.org/2018/04/17/wikipedia-pagepreviews/

The Common Room – getting back
to the roots of public libraries

Nick Poole, Chief Executive of CILIP – the UK’s library and
information association – spoke at the joint CILIP Ireland
and Library Association of Ireland conference on 19 April
2018

Talk To Book

Google have created a new way to search within books. You
can use natural language searching. It is fun to use and has
led me to some books I didn't know existed. Very interesting! Have a try and let us know what you think:

Details: https://books.google.com/talktobooks/
Details at: https://www.cilip.org.uk/page/TheCommonRoom
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8th International Conference of
Art Libraries

Being Successful Together

Programme
Thursday 4 October
Presentations about the project Art Discovery Group
Catalogue, Resource Sharing and Linked Open Data
in art libraries.

Participate, share, cooperate in safeguarding performing arts heritage
5 - 8 June 2018
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris
Centre national du costume de scène, Moulins

Details: https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/whats-on/
symposiums/8th-international-conference-of-artlibraries

The 1st International Conference
on Green Libraries

Details: http://www.sibmas.org/conferences/invitation/

SWIB17
4 to 6 December 2017 in Hamburg

SWIB conference (Semantic Web in Libraries) is an annual
conference focusing on Linked Open Data (LOD) in libraries and related organizations.
Details: http://swib.org/swib17/

Lets Go Green! organized by the National and University Library
in Zagreb in November 2018 is the first of its kind in the world
and aims to create guidelines and conditions helping libraries
communicate green content and programs, promote and enhance the awareness of the communicators themselves about
the environment preservation and sustainable development and
to strengthen existing cooperation among institutions sharing
the same area of interest by exchanging insight into the current
and predicted socio-economic impact of their programs on users.
Details: http://letsgogreen.nsk.hr/
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Editorial
The Librarian Times
Mission and Vision
We have put our Mission and Vision here for you to
see.

We are looking for Donors:
It is very challenging to run such types of charity foun-

Mission:

dation without the support of donors. TLT board is

To overcome the Library and Information Science pro-

come forward in assisting the foundation. Anyone can

fessional barriers, inspire professionals and contribute

donate to this foundation by accepting an agreement

to the country by supporting library and information

between the foundation and the donors. The founda-

advocacy and undertaking research.

tion will acknowledge the donors how and when the

looking for donors and requesting LIS professionals to

donated

Vision:

amount

will

be

expended.

Donors/

philanthropist will be honoured by giving their biographical information to TLT website.

TLT envisions a nation where library and information
communities will have the opportunity to attain an ex-

If you wish to assist us, please contact any TLT board
member or email to librariantimes@gmail.com

cellent platform to build a literate society with collaborative practice.
To see more about TLT, please click here

The Librarian Times Foundation
The Librarian Times foundation is an initiative to promote library professional development, award and
scholarship arrangement for LIS professionals and
ISLM students, provide funding for potential research
in LIS, treatment expenditure or donation to library
professionals. To know more about the foundation
click here

Winner of TLT Sponsored
Scheme Scholarship Award
2018!
As part of TLT’s mission and vision, TLT board is thrilled
to help students and library professionals succeed, by
offering programs like TLT Sponsored Scheme Scholarship Award 2018.
To know more about this award click here
Scholarship criteria can be found at
http://www.thelibrariantimes.com/tltfoundation/
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